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[4]
Find Adaptation Resources [5]

Find Adaptation Resources
[6]
The linkable Library of Congress subject terms listed below are general subjects. To refine subject searching, search
Socrates’ Combined Search [7]. Enter the subject term into the subject box and narrow the retrieval by entering one or two
keywords in to the everything box.
Animated Films [8]
Comic books [9]
First Person Narrative [10]
Games Social Aspects [11]
Motion Picture Authorship [12]
Popular Culture United States 20th Century [13]
Rhetoric Ancient [14]
Satire [15]
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Other materials of interest listed below are located throughout Stanford University Libraries.

Cinematography [16]

The art of stop-motion animation [17]
The cinematic [18]
Cine tech : film, convergence and new media [19]
Digital encounters [20]
Digital storytelling : the narrative power of visual effects in film [21]
Film : a critical introduction [22]
The filmmaker's handbook : a comprehensive guide for the digital age [23]

Documentary Films [24]

The art of the documentary : ten conversations with leading directors, cinematographers, editors, and producers [25]
The documentary film makers handbook [26]
The documentary makers : interviews with 15 of the best in the business [27]
Screening culture : constructing image and identity [28]
The shut up and shoot documentary guide : a down & dirty DV production [29]
Visual research methods : image, society, and representation [30]
Writing, directing, and producing documentary films and videos [31]
American independent cinema : an introduction [32]
The art of the documentary : ten conversations with leading directors, cinematographers, editors, and producers [25]
Documentary in the digital age [33]

Film Adaptations [34]

American drama/critics : writings and readings [35]
Authorship in film adaptation [36]
The Classic American novel and the movies [37]
Faulkner and film [38]
Jane Austen on screen [39]
King Lear, the space of tragedy : the diary of a film director [40]
[Movie "tie-in" books collection [41]
Novels into film [42]
Perry Mason : the authorship and reproduction of a popular hero [43]

Graphic Novels [44]

The authoritative Calvin and Hobbes : a Calvin and Hobbes treasury [45]
The Comic book price guide [46]
Dick Tracy, the thirties, tommy guns, and hard times [47]
Graphic novels : a bibliographic guide to book-length comics [48]
Graphic novels : everything you need to know [49]
Graphic novels now : building, managing, and marketing a dynamic collection [50]
Image & narrative [electronic resource [51] : online magazine of the visual narrative]
Marvel masters : the art of John Romita Jr [52]

Screenwriter United States [53]
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Contemporary American screenplay collection [54]
The Gordon file : a screenwriter recalls twenty years of FBI surveillance [55]
Framework : a history of screenwriting in the American film [56]
Hollywood : critical concepts in media and cultural studies [57]
Real screenwriting : strategies and stories from the trenches [58]
Screenplay: the foundations of screenwriting [59]
Screenwriters on screenwriting : the best in the business discuss their [60]
Storytelling in film and television [61]

Self in Literature [62]

I : the meaning of the first person term [63]
The observing self : rediscovering the essay [64]
Representation and the text : re-framing the narrative voice [65]
Telling stories [66]
Who's writing this? : notations on the authorial I, with self portraits [67]
The world without, the mind within : an essay on first-person authority [68]

Section: PWR 1
Instructor: VanArendonk
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[29] http://library.stanford.edu/searchcat?xtitle=The shut up and shoot documentary guide : a down & dirty DV production
[30] http://library.stanford.edu/searchcat?xtitle=Visual research methods : image, society, and representation
[31] http://library.stanford.edu/searchcat?xtitle=Writing, directing, and producing documentary films and videos
[32] http://library.stanford.edu/searchcat?xtitle=American independent cinema : an introduction
[33] http://library.stanford.edu/searchcat?xtitle=Documentary in the digital age
[34] http://library.stanford.edu/searchcat?xsubject=Film Adaptations
[35] http://library.stanford.edu/searchcat?xtitle=American drama/critics : writings and readings
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[47] http://library.stanford.edu/searchcat?xtitle=Dick Tracy, the thirties, tommy guns, and hard times
[48] http://library.stanford.edu/searchcat?xtitle=Graphic novels : a bibliographic guide to book-length comics
[49] http://library.stanford.edu/searchcat?xtitle=Graphic novels : everything you need to know
[50] http://library.stanford.edu/searchcat?xtitle=Graphic novels now : building, managing, and marketing a dynamic collection
[51] http://library.stanford.edu/searchcat?xtitle=Image & narrative [electronic resource
[52] http://library.stanford.edu/searchcat?xtitle=Marvel masters : the art of John Romita Jr
[53] http://library.stanford.edu/searchcat?xsubject=Screenwriter United States
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[55] http://library.stanford.edu/searchcat?xtitle=The Gordon file : a screenwriter recalls twenty years of FBI surveillance
[56] http://library.stanford.edu/searchcat?xtitle=Framework : a history of screenwriting in the American film
[57] http://library.stanford.edu/searchcat?xtitle=Hollywood : critical concepts in media and cultural studies
[58] http://library.stanford.edu/searchcat?xtitle=Real screenwriting : strategies and stories from the trenches
[59] http://library.stanford.edu/searchcat?xtitle=Screenplay: the foundations of screenwriting
[60] http://library.stanford.edu/searchcat?xtitle=Screenwriters on screenwriting : the best in the business discuss their
[61] http://library.stanford.edu/searchcat?xtitle=Storytelling in film and television
[62] http://library.stanford.edu/searchcat?xsubject=Self in Literature
[63] http://library.stanford.edu/searchcat?xtitle=I : the meaning of the first person term
[64] http://library.stanford.edu/searchcat?xtitle=The observing self : rediscovering the essay
[65] http://library.stanford.edu/searchcat?xtitle=Representation and the text : re-framing the narrative voice
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[66] http://library.stanford.edu/searchcat?xtitle=Telling stories
[67] http://library.stanford.edu/searchcat?xtitle=Who's writing this? : notations on the authorial I, with self portraits
[68] http://library.stanford.edu/searchcat?xtitle=The world without, the mind within : an essay on first-person authority
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